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Abstract
Background: Evolving research on resuscitative endovascular balloon occlusion of the aorta (REBOA) as an adjunct treatment for out-of-hospital

cardiac arrest mandates uniform recording and reporting of data. A consensus on which variables need to be collected may enable comparing and

merging data from different studies. We aimed to establish a standard set of variables to be collected and reported in future REBOA studies in out-of-

hospital cardiac arrest.

Methods: A four-round stepwise Delphi consensus process first asked experts to propose without restraint variables for future REBOA research in

out-of-hospital cardiac arrest. The experts then reviewed the variables on a 5-point Likert scale and �75% agreement was defined as consensus.

First authors of published papers on REBOA in out-of-hospital cardiac arrest over the last five years were invited to join the expert panel.

Results: The data were collected between May 2022 and December 2022. A total of 28 experts out of 34 primarily invited completed the Delphi

process, which developed a set of 31 variables that might be considered as a supplement to the Utstein style reporting of research in out-of-hospital

cardiac arrest.

Conclusions: This Delphi consensus process suggested 31 variables that enable future uniform reporting of REBOA in out-of-hospital cardiac

arrest.
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Introduction

Resuscitative endovascular balloon occlusion of the aorta (REBOA)

is a potential therapeutic adjunct in managing hemorrhagic shock in

trauma.1,2 REBOA consists of introducing an aortic balloon catheter

through an arterial femoral access, and once the appropriate position

is reached, the balloon is inflated to occlude the aorta.1,3 Hence, the

result is a redistribution of cardiac output to the organs proximal to
the occlusion, overall heart and brain, and a reduction of distal blood

flow.

For REBOA deployment, the aorta is functionally divided into

three zones.1,4 The appropriate occlusion zone depends on the

bleeding source, with Zone 3 proposed for exsanguinating pelvic,

lower junctional and lower limbs hemorrhages. In contrast, Zone 1

is suggested for abdominal exsanguination and impending cardiac

arrest.5,6 REBOA is also used to manage hemorrhagic shock from

non-traumatic aetiology, such as aortic aneurysm rupture, gastroin-
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testinal bleeding, or obstetric hemorrhage, particularly postpartum

hemorrhage.7–10

More recently, preclinical studies suggested that REBOA

increases coronary and cerebral blood flow during resuscitation.11–15

Aortic occlusion is therefore advocated as a potential adjunct to car-

diopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) to treat non-traumatic cardiac

arrest.16,17 The feasibility of REBOA during CPR in traumatic and

non-traumatic cardiac arrest is demonstrated in observational studies,

with balloon deployment either in the emergency department or pre-

hospital setting.18–26 Currently, randomized controlled trials assess

the efficacy of REBOA as an adjunct treatment in traumatic hemor-

rhage27 and in non-traumatic out-of-hospital cardiac arrest (OHCA).28

The use of REBOA as an adjunct treatment in OHCA is evolving

but still not widespread. The heterogeneity of published results in

studies on REBOA calls for uniform reporting of the REBOA-

related variables. Such a standard set of variables will allow registra-

tion and reporting of the same variables, complementing the com-

monly used Utstein resuscitation registry template.29,30 This may

increase data quality and enable future comparison of studies and

systematic reviews with meta-analysis. The study aimed to establish

a set of variables related to REBOA in OHCA through a Delphi con-

sensus process of international experts in the field.

Methods

Study design

The standard set of variables was established through a Delphi tech-

nique consensus process.31

Research question

We hypothesized that different stakeholders would have a range of

opinions on which variables to collect in research on REBOA in

OHCA. Therefore, our research question was: “Which variables

should be included in a template for data collection and reporting

in future research on REBOA in OHCA?”.

Data collection and management

We used a four-round Delphi study using expert panel consensus.

The technique is based on a panel of experts in the field, who are

asked to answer questions or decide on statements based on their

opinions and judgments on a defined topic. The Delphi technique

has successfully obtained consensus in emergency care through

successive surveys – often called “rounds”.32–34 An important princi-

ple is that an expert’s response will be anonymous to the other

experts. I.e., experts will be presented with the proposals from the

other group members, but who proposed what will not be revealed

at any point. Thus, it is essential that experts do not discuss the

selection of variables with other experts during the study.

We followed the Guidance on Conducting and Reporting Delphi

Studies (CREDES).35 The checklist is available as supplementary

material.

The study consisted of the following four e-mail rounds to the

experts:

In round 1, the experts were asked to propose which REBOA-

related variables should be included in a common data set for future

research on REBOA in OHCA. After the first round, the proposals

were read and edited by one of the authors who did not participate

in the expert panel; i.e. an independent methodologist (HH). More-
over, similar answers were merged to compile the second round of

questions.

In round 2, the experts were asked to rate agreement or not with

all the proposals using a 5-point Likert scale (1; strongly disagree, 2;

moderately disagree, 3; neither agree nor disagree, 4; moderately

agree and 5; strongly agree). After that, the median and interquartile

range (IQR) and the percentage of agreement for each statement

were calculated by adding the 4 (moderately agree) and 5 (strongly

agree) ratings, calculating the proportion of the total number of

answers for each statement. The pre-defined cut-off for consensus

was 75% agreement and a median score of 5. Items with consensus

in round 2 were qualified to be part of the final list of REBOA-related

variables. Items with disagreement (median � 3) were excluded at

this point.

Round 3 showed the experts the results from round 2 (median

and level of agreement for each statement). Proposals which were

neither agreed nor disagreed upon in round 2 were re-rated by all

experts who could only respond “yes” or “no” to whether the remain-

ing proposals should be part of the final list of REBOA-related vari-

ables. Variables with � 75% expert agreement were included.

Finally, in round 4, the list of variables was e-mailed to the

experts for their enclosing comments and approval.

Study participants

The core study group (HH, LG and JRB) identified authors who had

published manuscripts about REBOA in non-traumatic or traumatic

OHCA in humans and animal models from 2017 to 2021. We invited

the first or corresponding authors or another co-author recom-

mended by the first author, which resulted in 31 authors being

invited. Moreover, the study group could nominate up to three addi-

tional experts based on their expertise in the field. Finally, 34 experts

were invited. The experts received only information about the four

steps of the consensus process.

Results

Of the 34 invited experts, 30 (88%) accepted the invitation and joined

the expert panel. The data were collected between the 6th of May

2022 and the 19th of December 2022, over 30 days in each round.

In addition, up to two reminder e-mails were sent to experts who

did not respond within the designated deadline.

First round results

Round one enrolled 29 (97%) of the 30 experts, which were asked to

propose up to 10 relevant variables in the following framework of cat-

egories; system, patient characteristics, process, outcome, and other

variables if a proposal did not fit into the four categories. The experts

proposed 661 variables. Similar variables were merged, and redun-

dant variables, poorly described or outside the scope of this study,

were excluded (Fig. 1).

Second round results

There was one dropout in round two (response rate 97%). Twenty-

one variables with �75% agreement and a median rating of 5 were

accepted as consensual and did not enter round three. Items with a

median rating of � 3 were excluded and did not enter round three.

Eighty-one variables did not fulfill the exclusion or inclusion criteria

and were entered to round three for re-rating.



Fig. 1 – Flowchart of variables in the Delphi rounds.
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Third round results

There was no dropout in round three (response rate 100%). Thus, a

total of 28 experts completed all three rounds. In this round, 10 vari-

ables reached consensus and were included in the final variable set,

which consists of 31 variables that are presented in Table 1.

Fourth round results

All experts approved the final variable set. Two experts emphasized

the importance of registering mortality after hospital admission, such

as survival to discharge or 30 days mortality, for patients included in

future REBOA studies.

The geographical distribution of the experts completing all the

rounds is shown in Table 2.

Discussion

Previous work has tried to establish consensus on uniform variables

in other areas of REBOA use, such as indications, contraindications,
patient selection in traumatic and non-traumatic hemorrhage, a core

outcome set, and developing a tool for assessing procedural compe-

tence.36–38

Due to the increasing interest in REBOA applications in both trau-

matic and non-traumatic OHCA, we aimed to achieve an interna-

tional expert consensus on the system-, patient-, process- and

outcome related variables to be registered in future studies on

REBOA use in OHCA. The objective is to get more uniform study

designs for collected variables and enable data comparability for

future studies.

The role of aortic occlusion still needs to be defined in relation to

the increasing number of other advanced therapeutic options avail-

able in both traumatic and non-traumatic cardiac arrest. Most of the

31 variables suggested are process variables that may reflect a

need to increase knowledge of the technical aspects of the REBOA

procedure, such as location, timing, positioning, and verification

modalities. Furthermore, this study highlights the demand for clini-

cal data on how REBOA influences both non-invasive and invasive

cardiac output calculations, organ perfusion during CPR, and the



Table 1 – Final set of variables for studies on REBOA in out-of-hospital cardiac arrest as addition to standard
Utstein data reporting system.

No Variable name Explanation of variable (if necessary)

System variables - to be registered once before study start

1 Availability of service When is REBOA available, e.g., 24/7, daytime, 5 days a week

2 REBOA team composition e.g., physician, paramedic, nurse

3 What is the REBOA training for

providers?

Formal certification Yes/No, Formal re-certification Yes/No

4 Existing description of REBOA

procedure?

Guideline, standard operating procedure

5 Description of inclusion and exclusion

criteria

Describe inclusion and exclusion criteria

Patient variables

6 If trauma: Injury Severity Score

7 Haemorrhage as cause of arrest Yes/No

8 Anticoagulation medication Yes/No. If yes: type of anticoagulation medication

Process variables

9 Setting of REBOA procedure Pre-hospital or in-hospital deployment

10 Profession of REBOA operator 1. Physicians specialty (Emergency physician, anaesthesiologist, intensive care doctor,

surgeon, radiologist, other) 2. Paramedic 3. Nurse. 4. Other

11 Time from dispatch of unit until start of

REBOA procedure

Start of procedure is the first cannulation attempt.

12 Time from dispatch of unit until inflation of

balloon

13 Time from REBOA balloon inflation to

deflation (if any)

Duration REBOA was inflated

14 Time from aortic occlusion to ROSC Time from balloon inflation to ROSC (if any).

15 Cannulation technique Ultrasound guided, blind or surgical

16 Number of cannulations attempts to

establish femoral access

17 REBOA catheter model used Catheter type

18 Introducer sheath size In French

19 Verification of arterial positioning E.g., ultrasound, fluoroscopy

20 Was REBOA procedure completed? Yes/No. If no; report cause

21 REBOA zone Zone I-II-III

22 Total number of balloon inflations

23 End tidal CO2 pre-balloon

24 End tidal CO2 after occlusion Preferably in time intervals of 30 s, 60 s, 90 s, 120 s after occlusion

25 Blood pressure proximal to occlusion, if

available

Before REBOA, 1 min and 5 min after REBOA, and after ROSC

26 Registered cardiac rhythm Prior to REBOA inflation and 1, 3 and 5 minutes after inflation

27 Did REBOA procedure negatively

influence resuscitation quality?

Yes/No

Outcome variables

28 Numbers of “any ROSC” episodes Any ROSC is ROSC regardless of duration

29 Sustained ROSC ROSC lasting 20 minutes or longer

30 Vascular access complications 1. Infection at vascular access site requiring antibiotics 2. aortic injuries 3. retroperitoneal

hematoma 4. other complications

Other variables

31 REBOA equipment used for access to

ECMO or PCI?

Yes/No

Abbreviations: REBOA - resuscitative endovascular balloon occlusion of the aorta; ROSC - return of spontaneous circulation; ECMO - extracorporeal membrane

oxygenation; PCI - percutaneous coronary intervention.

Notes: System variables are only to be registered once (before study start). The other variables are to be registered after each REBOA procedure.
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evolution of cardiac arrest rhythms before and after balloon

occlusion.

The main theoretical mechanism of action for REBOA during

CPR is a selective increase in coronary and cerebral perfusion pres-

sure39. Animal models suggest that not only the coronary perfusion

pressure threshold but also its dose, defined as the area under the
curve of coronary perfusion pressure during resuscitation as an esti-

mate of total measured perfusion, strongly influences return of spon-

taneous circulation (ROSC) probability.40 Hence, both aortic

occlusion per se and time from collapse to aortic occlusion could

strongly influence the potential effect of REBOA on ROSC probabil-

ity. Therefore, early pre-hospital REBOA procedure rather than



Table 2 – Geographical distribution of the experts’
participating institutions.

Country Experts

Canada 1

China 1

France 1

Germany 1

Italy 3

Japan 1

Norway 5

Sweden 3

Switzerland 2

United Kingdom 1

USA 9
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awaiting hospital arrival may improve outcomes. Moreover, the

underlying OHCA etiology may influence the response to aortic

occlusion; hence a subgroup assessment of different cardiac

rhythms and possible etiology is warranted. Cerebral perfusion pres-

sure, which determines a good neurological outcome if the patient

survives, may be positively affected by REBOA during CPR. Exper-

imental data demonstrate increased cerebral perfusion pressure.14

Human data may never be collected, as intracranial pressure mea-

surement cannot be done during cardiac arrest. Single patient data

of brain tissue near-infrared spectroscopy as a surrogate marker of

brain perfusion point towards improved brain perfusion.21

The REBOA procedure may interact negatively with the quality of

the CPR provided, such as focus shift of the providers, interruption of

compressions, increase in hands off time. Hence, the main variables

related to resuscitation quality suggested by contemporary guideli-

nes should be strictly monitored and reported. Recent studies report

that education in REBOA catheter positioning through blended

courses is feasible regardless of pre-existing vascular access skills,

also for cardiac arrest scenarios.41,42

A common set of variables may only be useful if researchers

indeed know the recommended variable set. Hence, this Delphi con-

sensus will be proposed to different international scientific societies

interested in REBOA and endovascular resuscitation to promote its

dissemination and foster adherence to the proposed variables.

Strengths and limitations

This study included experts on REBOA in cardiac arrest from both

human studies and animal models. Moreover, the experts were

recruited from different countries, making it an international expert

panel. There is no consensus on panel size; however, our panel size

of 28 is within the recommendations of 15–30 for heterogeneous

groups.43

The data collection was time-consuming, and reminders to the

experts were necessary. Completing three e-mail rounds, and mak-

ing their own proposals in the first one, is a substantial effort and

calls for time and motivation with the experts, which could mean that

only the most motivated experts would participate. Despite the Del-

phi process being an effective method for reaching a consensus

on complex healthcare questions, the definition of consensus is not

uniform. Studies report levels of consensus differing from 51%–

80%.35,44 Thus, our a-priori definition of consensus seems ade-

quately related to previous studies. Even for the variables where con-

sensus was reached, this does not necessarily reflect the one and
only “truth”, as a differently composed expert panel could have

reached a consensus on other variables. Moreover, it is well known

that the Delphi process tends to eliminate extreme opinions and

rather lead the experts to be more conservative when trying to reach

a consensus.45

Conclusion

In this international Delphi consensus study, we present 31 sug-

gested variables to be collected in future studies on REBOA in out-

of-hospital cardiac arrest. These core variables will complement

the Utstein cardiac arrest reporting systems and allow comparison

of studies in systematic reviews with meta-analysis.
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